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About This Game

Arcade Tale - hard platform game.

You need to bypass all obstacles, any mistake death, sending you back to the beginning of the level. With just one button, guide
your square over jump onto blocks to get to the end of the level
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\u041f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0439 \u043a\u043b\u043e\u043d "Geometry Dash".. I'd rather buy WinRAR.. this game is
very funny , i play this game only for fun :D. You gain no rewards for completing anything in this game, it's a cheap rip off of
another game.

The game mechanics have big hotboxes, making you hit the obstacles even if you are not touching them.

To be fair, it's not a bad idea to begin with, but the game from my point of view is not finished, this could be released as an
alpha version to create a better game.. This Game is Irritating Don't Buy it
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A cheap geometry dash ripoff. It lacks polish.. i got a -75% off coupon to this game it costed me 0,24 \u20ac

spend 0,24\u20ac got a game worth 0,24\u20ac
Srsly worst game ever just dont even try. Its very bad dont buy it even for a few cent
This game has bad mechanic
-Bad jump
-Bad Hitbox
-Same song every level
-Geometry dash rip-off
Sometimes i also got some anoying glitch where all the button is not working
my score -11\/10 never play this game again
Geometry dash is better. Not very thought out game , no setting what so ever and lag when you finish a level

Not good game
. I got this game for only 10 cents because I levelled up. It was still a waste of money

1. Complete ripoff of Geometry Dash without the things that make it good
2. Bad music
3. Bad reaction times
4. Very bad spelling
5. No polish whatsoever
6. I could've probably made this game if I wanted to (I'm terrible at programming)
7. Definitely a Chinese ripoff
8. Extremely Boring

Verdict:
Just get Geometry Dash. Geometry Dash, except that there is awful sound effects and music. The spike detection is really bad,
and a lot of the jumps in the maps are poorly spaced and simply holding down your mouse button (NOT SPACE BAR) will
desync yourself from the blocks you are jumping on. There are 9 levels in the game, but I haven't played them all. I got stuck on
level 5 and gave up due to the awful spike detection. I got quite frustrated and so then I waited out my trading card drops (lol).

I do not recommend this.. Do not buy this garbage. I wouldn't even recommend trying it if it were free. Don't waste your time.
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